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CALENDAR FOR FINALS Carter Seipel,
With the Times

So, I may have missed tax day. Whoops! Boy is there (Easter) egg on my face! Any-
ways my accountant seemed pretty irked by the whole ordeal. Apparently we're sup-
posed to keep track of the days? Next you'll be telling me I have to actually commit to 
prior commitments. Strange days are upon us indeed. So I decided I'd craft a Bullsheet 
that every student could use. A calendar! Just in time for the middle of the month! 
Think about how useful this thing will be for finals. Long gone are the days of googling 
"What day is it?" Never again will you miss a test, meeting, or your favorite professor's 
birthday. Assuming you bother to fill this thing out...

Note to self:
Move my

car

Avoid the 
IRS day!!!

Group 
project due
(Finish night 

before)

Second group 
project due
(Learn nothing 
from the first 

one)

Taurus season 
begins!!!

Nothing else
significant on 

4/20 tho

Last day to 
be an aries!

Showing 
of Spanish 
movie (FOR 
CREDIT!!!)

Total 
Eclipse!

(Buy glasses 
before)

SEE the
eye doctor

Call eye 
doctor

CLASSES ARE 
OVER!!!!!!!!!

Email profes-
sors to ask 
for better 
grades

National 
pretzel day!

(yum)
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More like,
Staff "7 did 

what to 
9?" Box.

FINALS WEEK AHHHH-

-HHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Eviction from 

campus 
(For non-grad-

uates)

Eviction from 
campus 

(For graduates)

Enjoy 
Summer!!!

Look for a 
job.

Look for a 
job.

Miss 
school.

Also a starwars 
thing?

HOMESICKNESS: IT COMES IN WAVES Selah Griffin,
Foreign Correspondent


